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Don’t miss these exclusive show offers
Visitors to Harrogate this year are guaranteed to snap up more than a bargain or two, with
numerous exhibitors offering exclusive show offers. This includes as much as 15 percent off orders
placed at the show, free shipping and free gifts. Examples include Babycare International which is
offering free delivery on first orders, plus significant discounts on its Thermobaby, Candide and other
ranges. RHSM Group is offering 10 percent off trade prices of its Little Chick London and Breathable
Baby brands; whilst Aden & Anais is offering free shipping on all orders,
complimentary point of sale material and a free silky soft swaddle on orders
over £500.
CLICK HERE for more details – and these offers are being updated daily!

Organic carrier
The Hana Baby Carrier provides an ergonomic position comfortable for
mother and baby. It features padded waist belt and shoulder straps to
evenly distribute weight and can be adjusted in width and length. The shell
and lining is made of high quality certified organic cotton fabric and doesn’t’
contain harmful chemicals of dyes.
Visit Hanababy on Stand C22

Hugging the bump
The Body Bump is a non-ride up pregnancy garment designed around the mother.
The maternity slip is designed to move with the wearer and is perfectly designed to
give mum’s bump a hug. Designed with a light, seamless support, the slip is
washable and pings back into shape. It has multiple uses, so it’s also great for the
gym, yoga and running with its breathable fabric. Suitable for all mums-to-be and
nursery mothers, the Body Bump is a stylish, yet practical must-have for any
maternity wardrobe. The Lycra blend material means that the slip is comfortable yet
supportive, fashionable yet simple.
Visit The Body Bump on Stand BH14

Musical shade
Lullaby Shade is a protective musical sun and sleep shade that fits any
buggy and is designed to create a music filled haven to help baby relax or
sleep on the go. The easy to fit shade is manufactured from bespoke fabric
which provides 94% UVA and UVB sun protection and is 60% more
breathable than the market leader. Cool flow vents ensure continued air
flow throughout to keep baby comfortable and SeeMe reflectors enhance
the safety of the shade when used in the dark. A must for busy families at
home or on holiday in the sun.
Visit Lullaby Shades on Stand BH44
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Comfort brand
Theraline looks forward to seeing customers old and new at Harrogate this year, so if you are looking
for high quality products with excellent margins that you can sell in large volumes,

check out the company’s award winning maternity and
nursing pillows, C Section Belt, Baby Pillow & Mama Pads.
Theraline is Europe’s established manufacturer of mother
and baby comfort brands and its Gold winning product, The
Original Pregnancy and Baby Feeding Pillow is a number
one best seller in terms of functionality, versatility and
durability. The company is offering free delivery on orders
over £150.
Visit Theraline on Stand C84.

